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Aaliyah Floyd
They always come to class on time and

prepared to work. They always follow all of
the instructions on the assignment, finish it
before class ends, and have a good attitude
while doing it. Their work is always creative

and speaks to their personal tastes. 
-Ms. McCort

Leila Rozumski
I had the pleasure of working with her in
the virtual setting last school year and
thought they were a responsible and

talented artist. I was quickly reminded of
all of those qualities and more on the first
day. Leila has always said "yes and" when

presented with a new challenge and
everyone in the project gets along with
her. In a group of 17 artists with strong

personalities, it's wonderful to have
student you can turn to that has a strong

rapport with others.
-Ms. Gerbasi

Olivia Shulman
Liv has taken leadership role from inception

with the creation of the design for the mosaic
and continues throughout the project to

consult with each group on color and design
to ensure that the three sections will form a

cohesive image.
-Ms. Bustard

Haille Treadaway
Haille has demonstrated leadership,

kindness and engagement in her cheerful
assistance to her fellow classmates in

explaining and demonstrating techniques
for throwing on the wheel as well as a good
work ethic by consistently arriving on time

and immediately getting to work.
-Ms. Bustard

Veronica Messer 

A

I have been extremely impressed with
Veronica's motivation and creativity during

the class. Darkroom class requires long
processes. She is a hard working and
dedicated student. She learned all the

processes very fast and started to experiment
with advance techniques. She is just the kind
of driven, engaging, and curious student that

helped make our classroom a lively
environment. I am certain that Veronica is
going to continue to do great and creative

things in her future.
-Ms. Balci
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Nyah Smith 
(Rose)

Rose is very engaged with her classmates
and her work. She is kind, creative and

demonstrates an exceptional work ethic.
-Ms. Bustard

Tegan Hitchcock i
Tegan always comes to class with a

positive attitude, excitement and passion
for dance and dance-building, and

kindness towards her fellow dancers. She
contributes to the work ahead, listens to
and understands my direction, and isn’t

afraid to pitch in her own ideas as well as
ask follow up questions to gain clarity
and understanding. She has her own

choreographic voice and understanding
as well as an interest in engaging with
other dancers in a positive way! Great

work Tegan! 
-Ms. Raimondo

Lilly Chilcoat 
Lilly has been awesome in Poetry Study! She
is excited and enthusiastic to learn during

each extended day class. She takes pride in
her writing, and is always willing to share.

She searches for feedback and critique from
myself and others in order to improve her

writing. 
-Ms. Benshaw

Jenna Higgins

The student is consistently focused, engaged,
thoughtful, respectful and always produces

strong artworks.
-Mr.Luciani

James bates 
James is helpful, responsible,
kind to others, and always

there for clean-up.
-Ms. Rosoff


